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			We want young people and adults with learning disabilities to lead healthy, happy and fulfilling lives, and provide support that allows Mum and Dad to be Mum and Dad.

This insight sits at the heart of what we do.
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				Hamelin Trust is an Essex based Charity, founded 40 years ago by two families raising children with learning disabilities. They wanted to provide life enriching support that was not readily available, affordable or easy to access, for families just like them.  This mission still drives us today. 
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				We are proud to support families and the community across Essex via our day and community outreach service. We offer development, independence and high quality personalised care for young people and adults with learning disabilities. We also have a respite offer for families in need of a much valued break, safe in the knowledge their loved ones are being cared for by a talented, trusted and dedicated team.

The fact that the vast majority of our families have retained the Hamelin Trust as their care provider gives our team a unique insight into the needs, opportunities and challenges faced by those with learning disabilities as they go through life.


What we know

	There are 5000 people with severe complex needs in Essex alone – and this number is growing.
	Addressing social isolation and loneliness for these young people and adults is key. 77% of individuals with a disability aged 18-34 say they feel lonely which tends to have a detrimental impact on both their physical and mental health. (Sense 2017)
	Social inclusion involves making meaningful connections and participation in fulfilling activities to stimulate learning, development and growth. Only 6% of adults with a learning disability, known to their local authority in England, are in paid work (NHS Digital 2018) compared to 76% of adults in the general population.
	Relationships and companionship are really important to those with learning disabilities. If they are given sufficient social support, many people with a learning disability are able to engage in safe, healthy and happy personal relationships (Sinclair et al. 2015; Eastgate 2008).


This is why we want to make a difference together as a compassionate community: to make meaningful connections and provide fulfilling activities that allow individuals with learning disabilities to live the happy, healthy lives they want.




Our CQC rating is rated Good

Whilst the services delivered by each of our 3 centres differs, our commitment to high quality personalised care for those with complex learning and physical disabilities is exactly the same.

Read full reports
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			Our Places


		
		
		

			

				
					
					The support services provided by the Trust have expanded to encompass young people and adults of all ages, working in the community and within 3 centres located across the county of Essex. Our team deliver personalised care, development, life skills and experiences for those with complex needs so that they can live their lives to the fullest – alongside much valued support for families and carers.
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										The Bungalow 

										
										Sue looked after Jon at home but when her husband died 3 years ago she spoke to the Trust team about her options for residential  support.

“I knew I couldn’t carry on without some support, and I was worried about what would happen to Jon if anything happened to me. I feel so lucky to have found The Bungalow as there really is nowhere else like it. The team here are amazing. I love coming to visit Jon here because it is so relaxed, just like being at home – and Jon loves the attention.”
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										The Exchange 

										
										At our Billericay centre we provide daytime activities, training and life enriching experiences on site and out in the local community. We provide individuals with learning disabilities a safe space to enjoy independence, development and social interactions with others.
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										Roots and Shoots

										
										Our grounds on the Gowlands Sutton Farm site provide unique access to a thriving, growing community garden project “Roots and Shoots.”   Supported by volunteers, we grow fruit, vegetables and are planting a new meadow and wooded area. Being part of the gardening project offers fantastic physical and mental health benefits for the individuals we work with. Not to mention the opportunity to make friends and have fun with our volunteers from the wider community.
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										Hydrotheraphy pool

										
										Swimming is fun and a great way to support our mental and physical health. Our unique Hydrotherapy pool is particularly suited to those with mobility issues, heated to a slightly higher temperature to allow swimmers to move more freely whilst supported by the water. The pool is open to all individuals we work with as well as those in the local community.
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										Gowlands 

										
										Gowlands is our respite service, a home from home that allows families and carers to have a much valued break.

Individuals staying at Gowlands can enjoy a range of activities like baking with our team, play in the sensory room, fun and exercise in the Hydrotherapy pool and gardens in the safe space afforded by our countryside location at Sutton Farm.
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										Outreach Support

										
										Our Community Support Service works with individuals from their own homes. We encourage people to develop independence skills, access community facilities of their choice and to develop and maintain relationships, maximising the opportunities young people and adults with learning disabilities have to engage in community life.
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								  The Exchange is our day service designed to encourage and enable individuals with learning disabilities who are living at home.

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities to feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who stay with us to achieve their best, encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

We have a fully equipped sensory room, one to one teaching rooms, computer, art and woodwork studios. In addition, there are two main areas where individuals can take part in music therapy, receive specialist support such as physiotherapy / mobility exercises or simply enjoy making friends in the safe space afforded by The Exchange.

Our location close to the heart of Billericay also provides the opportunity for individuals to engage in creative and active projects out and about in the local community. Our team enjoy the great outdoors and can often be found leading group and individual trips to get fresh air and exercise.

We cater for additional support needs of individuals with physical and/or sensory impairments and behaviours that may present as challenging. The number of sessions anyone attends is determined by an assessment of need, which is carried out by the Local Authority and Hamelin Trust in partnership.
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								  Gowlands is our 9 bedroom short stay centre set in 5 acres of grounds at Sutton Farm Rochford. We offer a home from home for families who are looking for respite care, from an overnight stay to a 2-week break.

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities to feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who stay with us to achieve their best,  encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

Our care is personalised and each guest is allocated a Keyworker. The Keyworker is responsible for information gathering and updating the individual care and support plan that enables the staff team to provide the best person-centred care and support. The Keyworker will liaise with friends and relatives as well as other professionals involved in the individuals care. All activities are discussed with each individual and they are encouraged to choose what they would like to do during their stay.

Inhouse – arts and crafts, sensory room, film nights, cooking and baking, garden games, parties, Wii and PlayStation gaming and swimming in our very own Hydrotherapy pool.

In the community – we have a variety of wheelchair accessible vehicles which are used daily for cinema trips, ten-pin bowling, meals out, seaside trips, sports, picnics, park trips, petting zoo visits and trampolining.

Sutton Farm Rochford is also home to our Roots and Shoots gardening project, which offers training and practical experience to develop confidence, creativity and life skills for those with learning disabilities. Not to mention a fantastic way to bring people together – giving the individuals we work with the chance to make friends and have fun with each other, and our volunteer gardeners who live and work in our local community.
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								  Swimming is a fantastic way to keep active, maintain physical mobility and have fun!

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities to feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who work with us to achieve their best,  encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

So, we are proud to have a purpose built Hydrotherapy pool at our Sutton Farm site at Rochford, which is open to our young people and adults with learning disabilities, their families and the general public.

Set to a slightly higher temperature than traditional swimming pools, our Hydrotherapy pool is a fantastic way to strengthen mental and physical wellbeing in a safe, relaxing environment.

The pool is wheelchair accessible with a ceiling hoist which can support individuals from the changing rooms directly into the water. We have specially equipped changing facilities with large showers, changing beds and toilets.

We are open to the general public on the following days & sessions. Please note due to limited space in the pool you need to prebook.

Tuesdays: 13:00, 14:15, 15:30 and 16:45.

Thursdays and Saturdays: 9:15, 10:30, 11:45, 13:00, 14:15 and 15:30.

Please contact us for information and prices if you wish to attend with a physiotherapist.

Book NowVirtual Tour
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								  The Bungalow is a beautiful, warm, welcoming space set in a quiet residential community setting of Wickford. Our 5 bed purpose built forever home is for young people and adults with severe learning and physical disabilities.

The Bungalow staff team provide 24-hour a day support to residents which we ensure is dignified, compassionate and bespoke care that encourages residents to be as independent as possible and live their lives to the fullest.

The Bungalow prides itself on being welcoming and homely. The home is well equipped to meet the needs of our residents with ceiling hoists, profiling beds, a jacuzzi bath and is wheelchair accessible throughout. Residents enjoy spending time in our fully paved, secluded south-facing garden, which is perfect for having BBQs, using the lazy spa or just relaxing in, listening to music. Residents are able to participate in a variety of in-house activities reading, playing and swimming at our hydrotherapy pool nearby.

We actively encourage close partnerships with our families who are welcome to visit at any time. We also facilitate shared experiences for our residents and their families with home visits at Christmas, canal boat trips and holidays, supported by our team.

We have great support from our the local community and give our residents as much opportunity as possible to experience new activities and places of interest, all of which enables them to live their lives to the fullest.
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								  The Community Support service is designed to meet the needs of young people and adults with learning disabilities by providing flexible services from, and within, people’s own homes.

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who work with us to achieve their best,  encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

Forging strong relationships with the local community is a key aspect of the service. We encourage people to develop independence skills, access community facilities of their choice and to develop and maintain relationships, maximising the opportunities young people and adults with learning disabilities have to engage in community life.

The Community Support service provides whatever level of support is required to enable individuals with learning disabilities to live/remain in their own homes and live their chosen lifestyle.

Activities include:

Bowling, shopping and cooking, cinema, swimming, meals out, socialising with others, art and crafts, cycling, seaside visits, community walks, crazy golf and gardening at our allotment.
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										  The Exchange is our day service designed to encourage and enable individuals with learning disabilities who are living at home.

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities to feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who stay with us to achieve their best, encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

We have a fully equipped sensory room, one to one teaching rooms, computer, art and woodwork studios. In addition, there are two main areas where individuals can take part in music therapy, receive specialist support such as physiotherapy / mobility exercises or simply enjoy making friends in the safe space afforded by The Exchange.

Our location close to the heart of Billericay also provides the opportunity for individuals to engage in creative and active projects out and about in the local community. Our team enjoy the great outdoors and can often be found leading group and individual trips to get fresh air and exercise.

We cater for additional support needs of individuals with physical and/or sensory impairments and behaviours that may present as challenging. The number of sessions anyone attends is determined by an assessment of need, which is carried out by the Local Authority and Hamelin Trust in partnership.
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										  Gowlands is our 9 bedroom short stay centre set in 5 acres of grounds at Sutton Farm Rochford. We offer a home from home for families who are looking for respite care, from an overnight stay to a 2-week break.

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities to feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who stay with us to achieve their best,  encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

Our care is personalised and each guest is allocated a Keyworker. The Keyworker is responsible for information gathering and updating the individual care and support plan that enables the staff team to provide the best person-centred care and support. The Keyworker will liaise with friends and relatives as well as other professionals involved in the individuals care. All activities are discussed with each individual and they are encouraged to choose what they would like to do during their stay.

Inhouse – arts and crafts, sensory room, film nights, cooking and baking, garden games, parties, Wii and PlayStation gaming and swimming in our very own Hydrotherapy pool.

In the community – we have a variety of wheelchair accessible vehicles which are used daily for cinema trips, ten-pin bowling, meals out, seaside trips, sports, picnics, park trips, petting zoo visits and trampolining.

Sutton Farm Rochford is also home to our Roots and Shoots gardening project, which offers training and practical experience to develop confidence, creativity and life skills for those with learning disabilities. Not to mention a fantastic way to bring people together – giving the individuals we work with the chance to make friends and have fun with each other, and our volunteer gardeners who live and work in our local community.
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										  Swimming is a fantastic way to keep active, maintain physical mobility and have fun!

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities to feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who work with us to achieve their best,  encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

So, we are proud to have a purpose built Hydrotherapy pool at our Sutton Farm site at Rochford, which is open to our young people and adults with learning disabilities, their families and the general public.

Set to a slightly higher temperature than traditional swimming pools, our Hydrotherapy pool is a fantastic way to strengthen mental and physical wellbeing in a safe, relaxing environment.

The pool is wheelchair accessible with a ceiling hoist which can support individuals from the changing rooms directly into the water. We have specially equipped changing facilities with large showers, changing beds and toilets.

We are open to the general public on the following days & sessions. Please note due to limited space in the pool you need to prebook.

Tuesdays: 13:00, 14:15, 15:30 and 16:45.

Thursdays and Saturdays: 9:15, 10:30, 11:45, 13:00, 14:15 and 15:30.

Please contact us for information and prices if you wish to attend with a physiotherapist.

Book NowVirtual Tour
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										  The Bungalow is a beautiful, warm, welcoming space set in a quiet residential community setting of Wickford. Our 5 bed purpose built forever home is for young people and adults with severe learning and physical disabilities.

The Bungalow staff team provide 24-hour a day support to residents which we ensure is dignified, compassionate and bespoke care that encourages residents to be as independent as possible and live their lives to the fullest.

The Bungalow prides itself on being welcoming and homely. The home is well equipped to meet the needs of our residents with ceiling hoists, profiling beds, a jacuzzi bath and is wheelchair accessible throughout. Residents enjoy spending time in our fully paved, secluded south-facing garden, which is perfect for having BBQs, using the lazy spa or just relaxing in, listening to music. Residents are able to participate in a variety of in-house activities reading, playing and swimming at our hydrotherapy pool nearby.

We actively encourage close partnerships with our families who are welcome to visit at any time. We also facilitate shared experiences for our residents and their families with home visits at Christmas, canal boat trips and holidays, supported by our team.

We have great support from our the local community and give our residents as much opportunity as possible to experience new activities and places of interest, all of which enables them to live their lives to the fullest.
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										  The Community Support service is designed to meet the needs of young people and adults with learning disabilities by providing flexible services from, and within, people’s own homes.

We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy, active, fulfilling life. We want young people and adults with learning disabilities feel empowered to make their own choices. We aim to enable all those who work with us to achieve their best,  encouraging each individual to reach and maintain as much independence as possible.

Forging strong relationships with the local community is a key aspect of the service. We encourage people to develop independence skills, access community facilities of their choice and to develop and maintain relationships, maximising the opportunities young people and adults with learning disabilities have to engage in community life.

The Community Support service provides whatever level of support is required to enable individuals with learning disabilities to live/remain in their own homes and live their chosen lifestyle.

Activities include:

Bowling, shopping and cooking, cinema, swimming, meals out, socialising with others, art and crafts, cycling, seaside visits, community walks, crazy golf and gardening at our allotment.

										  
									  

									  
								  

								  
		  					  

								
														
												
					  


				


			


		
		
		
			
		
			
			
				
			
			
			Our People


		
		
		

			

				
					
					We are hugely fortunate to have a team of committed, loyal and dedicated care and support staff.  This means that our team are able to build lasting relationships with our families – placing people at the heart of everything we do.

The bulk of our team work directly with individuals with learning disabilities to deliver care, development and experiences and are specialists in health and social care.  We also have a small support team dedicated to recruitment, training, fundraising and managing the efficient use of our resources.

We are always looking for caring and talented individuals to join our growing and diverse team. We have current vacancies so if you are interested to explore opportunities as a support worker, fundraiser, volunteer or trustee please do drop us a line, we would love to hear from you.
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								Martin answered a volunteer advert 23 years ago to help restore and sell antique furniture gifted by our local community. He now manages the maintenance across our estate and is currently leading the build of a new team room for our Roots and Shoots garden project. 
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								Mother of 5, Trina, joined our team 8 years ago as a cleaner. Inspired by the work of our team, she applied to join them and be trained as a carer. Trina’s commitment and
talent was quickly spotted and she is now proud to hold one of our key leadership roles as Deputy Manager at the Gowlands respite centre at Sutton Farm.
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								Shannene’s father was cared for at a day centre where she saw first hand the amazing care delivered by staff. When her father passed away she decided to dedicate her career to giving back. She made the leap from management training in the corporate sector to running our Garden project, "Roots and Shoots". Shannene is currently looking to recruit volunteers with a passion for gardening to help develop the project.  If you have the time to give, doing something you love, please do get in touch.  
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								Meet Colette Black. Colette holds the position of Chair of our Trustee Board which oversees the effective and efficient running of the Charity. Colette is a mother of 2 from Billericay and brings a wealth of experience from her full time role as Director of People/Culture at Essex Fire & Rescue. She also has a very personal reason for working for the Hamelin Trust.  

"Throughout my life I have been a 'volunteer' of some sort.   From volunteering in a retreat centre for a year in the mid '90s, being a 'befriender', being a tea maker and now to chairing boards.  In all these roles, I have found that volunteering has been about connecting, sharing expertise and building relationships.   Volunteering is one of those rare activities where I think all participants benefit - the volunteer, the beneficiary, the service.  As we look forward, I hope that we can attract more volunteers from a wide range of backgrounds and experiences who will support us as we develop."
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								Meet Alice, Mary, Kat, Trina, Pat and Gemma. Our team at Gowlands, our respite centre at Sutton Farm. 
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								Meet Frances, manager of our Community Support and Day Opportunities Services. Frances began her career working as a nursery nurse before moving on to work with young people with disabilities living in residential homes for Essex County Council. She loves to be a part of the progress the people using our services make and to support staff progress in their care careers. At home she enjoys spending time with her family, gardening, reading and experimenting with new recipes.
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								Meet Louise, manager of The Bungalow who has worked for Hamelin Trust for over 20 years. Louise’s passion for supporting children and adults with learning disabilities was ignited by the Australian Sporting Disability Association,  where she assisted those with physical disabilities to swim, float independently and participate without fear. After a short stint travelling around Europe, Louise settled in Essex, retaining her Australian accent and love of vegemite! 

Louise has brought up her family whilst developing her career with Hamelin Trust and is now proud to lead the team at our residential centre, The Bungalow. As she says, “it is such a unique place to work. It is our residents’ forever home and they become part of your own extended family."
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								Martin answered a volunteer advert 23 years ago to help restore and sell antique furniture gifted by our local community. He now manages the maintenance across our estate and is currently leading the build of a new team room for our Roots and Shoots garden project. 
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								Mother of 5, Trina, joined our team 8 years ago as a cleaner. Inspired by the work of our team, she applied to join them and be trained as a carer. Trina’s commitment and
talent was quickly spotted and she is now proud to hold one of our key leadership roles as Deputy Manager at the Gowlands respite centre at Sutton Farm.
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			Our Community


		
		
		

			

				
					
					Over 40 years supporting the community across the county of Essex means we have developed a shared history with our network of families, friends and supporters.

Here are just a few of the amazing people we are lucky to count on.

From those who have donated funds to help our beneficiaries and services grow, to those who volunteer for our gardening project and gift their time to provide advice and support for our families and our team. Giving which is both much appreciated and incredibly rewarding.

If any of these stories inspire you – and you would like to give some of your time, expertise or funds to support our beneficiaries to life healthy, happy and fulfilling lives in the future – we would love to hear from you.

You can make a donation via our JustGiving page or by getting in touch with our team using the contact form below.
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								We were delighted to receive a grant from the team at Sanctuary Housing to transform an area of green space at our Sutton Farm centre. This will help us to plant a wild flower meadow designed to enhance the development, mental and physical health of our services users - and provide a safe space for them to make friends and have fun. 
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								Meet David one of our Trustees who has volunteered with us for over 19 years. David is a former lecturer at Anglia Ruskin University and a cricketer, with a strong sense of fair play and a passion for helping others to achieve their potential. He organised two events with a local law firm, TBH Legal, for our community of families and carers. The events offered advice and best practice to support the long term financial and legal interests of loved ones with learning disabilities.  If you are interested in either organising or attending events for our community please do get in touch. 
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								We are always hugely grateful to our families for their generous donations. We helped one of our residents to go on holiday with their family. They loved the experience, and the cherished memory it provided for their son and brother Mark. When Mark died, his family gifted the Bungalow a large donation so that other families could have the same opportunity. 
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			Our Ambition


		
		
		

			

				
					
					Our newly appointed Chief Executive Ru Watkins joined us from the Hospice sector with big ambitions for the future of the Trust and the community we serve.



If you would like to get in touch to discuss how we can grow and develop our community in partnership, please drop Ru a line using the contact form below.
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	#WorldAutismAcceptanceWeek

Statistics show that 21,000 adults across Essex have a learning disability, and an additional 15,000 are autistic, which is predicted to rise by around 6% by 2040. But did you know only 10% of people with a learning disability as their primary support need receive regular funded support?

Despite numbers increasing, central funding is falling significantly, meaning more and more people are not meeting the threshold for funding. Many thousands of people are not accessing any support at all.

Hamelin aims to meet as much of this un-serviced need as possible, focussing on reducing isolation and loneliness for autistic and disabled people and engaging them in their community and new activities as well as developing skills for life and work.

It’s thanks to our wonderful supporters that we are able to make this a reality. Money raised through fundraising events make it possible for us to reach as many people as we can, but there is still so much more we want, and need, to do. Thank you to each and every one of you.

One of our supporters, Dassos, is taking part in the Manchester Marathon in 10 days’ time.

He is a keen runner, taking on regular events including his local Park Run, and has run half marathons in the past, but he wanted to take on the ultimate 26.2-mile challenge. Unperturbed by missing out on a ballot place for the London Marathon, the 37-year-old decided to join some friends in the Manchester event instead.

He said: “I see the fantastic work Hamelin does to support people and know what a difference it makes to their lives.

“It’s not just about raising money, it’s also about raising awareness and giving autistic people and adults with learning disabilities the opportunities they are entitled to.”

You can read more here: www.hamelintrust.org.uk/dassos-to-take-on-manchester-marathon-challenge-in-aid-of-hamelin  

You can made a donation here: www.justgiving.com/page/dassosalexandrou-hamelintrust-manchestermarathon2024 	
	... See MoreSee Less
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	#WorldAutismAcceptanceWeek

Did you know that autistic people are four times more likely to be lonely than those who are neurotypical? That was the finding of a recent study by Swansea University and Brighton and Sussex Medical School.

In turn, loneliness can lead to other issues such as developing ill mental health, anxiety and depression, low self-esteem, and social withdrawal.

Our befriending and mentoring service in Braintree and Chelmsford, Bfriends, was launched in October 2022 to help autistic people and adults with learning disabilities to achieve their life goals. This includes supporting people to access a hobby, increase their social circle, learn skills to live in their own home or find a job.

Participants are paired with volunteers with similar interests who support them to meet other people and engage within their local communities. The aim is for participants to build their confidence and skills to do these things more independently in the future. 

Bfriends members recently completed an internationally acclaimed course, developing essential life skills such as creativity, critical thinking, and collaboration.

Bfriends worked with the Centre for International Learning and Leadership (CILL), which delivers the Taqaddam programme in partnership with the British Council, to deliver training to both volunteers and participants.

Taqaddam, Arabic for ‘moving forward’, covered areas such as learning skills for life and work, developing communication skills and helping participants to build their confidence and self-belief. 	
	... See MoreSee Less
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	Our team at Roots and Shoots in Rochford have been busy getting the site ready for the new growing season. Now seeds are starting to sprout, they have found a very novel way to make use of old face shields from the pandemic.

They’re using them to create mini greenhouses to encourage the crops to grow as well as to protect them from the wind. What a brilliant idea to make use of things rather than sending them to landfill. 

Well done everyone! 	
	... See MoreSee Less
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	#WorldAutismAwarenessDay #WorldAutismAcceptanceWeek

Did you know that despite 75% of autistic people having the ability and desire to work, just 30% are in employment? That compares to around half (54%) of all 16-64-year-olds registered as disabled and around eight in 10 (82%) of the non-disabled population, according to government figures.

The autistic talent pool is hugely underutilised, and more often than not, it’s because employers don’t always see an autistic person’s potential, or look beyond first impressions. By their very nature, interviews are a test of someone's social and communicative skills, the very skills that can be adversely affected by autism. This can put an autistic person at a huge disadvantage, even if they have the relevant knowledge and skills to do the job.

One of the projects we’re proud to have recently launched is a volunteering programme with Billericay Food Bank  Some of the autistic people and adults with learning disabilities we support volunteer their time once a week to help sort through donations, check dates, and organise goods into relevant baskets ready for them to be distributed to local people in need.

The opportunity is a fantastic way for our people to build their literacy, numeracy, teamwork, communication, organisational, and critical thinking skills whilst supporting our community at the same time. 	
	... See MoreSee Less
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	It’s World Autism Awareness Day and the start of World Autism Acceptance Week. 

Autistic people face barriers across society. A lot of the time they are misunderstood or just not given the chance which is why the rich autistic talent pool is underutilised. Hamelin exists to break down these barriers so autistic people and adults with learning disabilities can explore opportunities they, like everyone else, are entitled to.

We’re also there to build positive and integrated communities by educating and enlightening society so people can see things a little differently. Even small adjustments can make a big difference and help autistic people unlock their potential.

Throughout the week we’ll be looking at some of the exciting projects we’re delivering to enable and empower autistic people and adults with learning disabilities to build their skills and explore their interests to live the life they choose. 	
	... See MoreSee Less
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	Are you feeling lucky?

You could be in with the chance of winning up to £25,000 if you play make a smile lottery to support us!

Not only will you be helping us raise vital funds, but you will also have the chance to win some amazing cash prizes, it’s win-win!

Why not sign up today and see if you could be a lucky winner? bit.ly/3OAjHw9  

#lucky #makeasmilelottery 	
	... See MoreSee Less
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